
RG5410EX
Refr igerant Recovery Machine

PERFORMANCE

Experienced HVAC/R professionals 
understand that time is money, and 
the more time they can save doing a 
job, the more money they make at the 
end of the day. The new RG5410EX 
refrigerant recovery machine from 
Robinair® is specifically designed to 
save time and money.
  
 The “EX” is for the extreme upgrades 

 we added to the popular RG5410A 
  recovery machine. For example, our high 
   efficiency 1/2 hp motor drives a redesigned 
         compressor that increases volume flow by 
         20%, saving time spent on each recovery job. 

  We also improved the performance of the extra-large condenser, and 
  “beefed-up” the inside of the machine, adding heavy-duty components 
  to deliver maximum performance under the harshest conditions. Like its 
  predecessor, the RG5410EX is built to last – and that saves money.
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RG5410EX
Refr igerant Recovery Machine

R-12 R-407C
R-22 R-407D

R-134A R-408A
R-401A R-409A
R-401B R-410A
R-401C R-411A
R-402B R-412A
R-404A R-500
R-406A R-502
R-407A R-507
R-407B R-509

Technical Specifications
Per ARI 740

Approved for use with:

lbs./min kg/min
Vapor Liquid Push/Pull Vapor Liquid Push/Pull

R-12 .41 4.77 14.50 .18 2.17 6.59
R-22 .41 4.77 14.50 .18 2.17 6.59
R-134A .32 4.14 11.70 .14 1.80 5.32
R-407C .34 4.78 11.40 .15 2.17 5.18
R-410A .44 5.13 14.10 .20 5.13 6.41

Recovery capabilities Vapor, liquid, push/pull
Compressor Oil-less, 100:1 compression ratio
Motor Direct drive _ hp, high efficiency
Size 19 L x 13 H x 9 W
Weight 34 lbs. 15.4kgs
Electrical 220-240V 50 Hz
Approvals ARI-740, UL, CE and TUV - pending
Warranty 1-year

RG5410EX Specifications

Recovery Ratings per UL
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UL Certified
Per ARI Standard 740-98.
To meet or exceed EPA 
regulations. Refrigerant Recovery
Machine 8EA7.

• Extremely fast recovery of all commonly used CFC,        
   HFC and HCFC refrigerants, including R410A.
• An automatic low-pressure cut-off switch turns the 
   machine off at 15 of vacuum, eliminating unnecessary   
   wear and tear on the machine.
• Auto-purge helps clear any residual refrigerant, leaving   
   the machine “ready to go” for the next service call.
• Padded handle grip makes carrying the machine to job  
   sites easier and more comfortable.

RG5410EX Key Features
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